MARY PAQUETTE

Voluntary Collegial Support
Groups for Teachers
Teachers at a Calgary, Alberta, high school are
pooling their talents and expertise within peer support
groups to aid one another's professional growth.

Not only do participants in the Henry Wise Wood Development Program receive lessons on school growth models and leadership theories, but also
j moral support in planning their own professional growth.
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s teachers, we invest much
time, effort, and care to ensure
that the right climate for
growth exists in our classrooms, and
that is as it should he. But it is equally
important to make a similar invest
ment in our own personal and profes
sional growth.
The Effective Schools/Professional
Development Committee of Henry
Wise Wcx)d High School in Calgary,
Canada, faced the challenge of plan
ning professional development activi
ties for a highly trained and competent
group of 93 teachers responsible for
the instruction of 1,700 students. Made
up of nine volunteers representing
Administration, Guidance, and the Ac
ademic departments, the committee
was also responsible for implement
ing an Effective Schools program.
In looking at professional develop
ment for our staff, we realized tliat
while we would never think of pre
senting random, disconnected lessons
to our students, that was precisely
what we were doing in our staff devel
opment activities. The three profes
sional days per year mandated by the
Calgary Board of Education were often
exciting, informative breaks in the
routine of teaching; but the informa
tion they imparted was seldom direct
ly or permanently applied to our classnx>ms. After much discussion and
with feedback from the staff, we re
solved that we needed a plan that
would provide focus for both our per
sonal and professional growth and
would use our resources as a staff.

A

Principles of Professional
Growth
Our committee established Hve princi
ples that delineate our beliefs about
professional growth:
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1 Teachers benefit from individual,
small-group, and large-group profes
sional development activities, so each
must be encouraged in the school.
2. Professional development is
most effective when undertaken vol
untarily by individuals.
3 Growth activities should build
upon the strengths, interests, and tal
ents of each teacher and must be
relevant.
4. Professional development activi
ties can stimulate awareness in teach
ers of their level of skill development,
leading to celebration as well as
growth.
5. Growth can be enhanced
through a collegia! support system that
values growth activities, provides mor
al support, and facilitates small groups.
If the teachers at Wise Wood were
truly going to make use of their talents
and expertise, we had to find a way to
tap the collective resources of the staff.
Collegia! support groups seemed to
be the answer.

Details of die Program
We presented the Professional Devel
opment Program to the staff at the
beginning of the 1986 school term,
proposing it as a one-year pilot organ
ized with a maximum of 30 partici
pants divided into groups of 8 to 10
teachers The groups would meet reg
ularly throughout the year. Their pri
mary role would be to provide a cli
mate of mutual trust, respect, and
support for teachers engaged in
growth activities. Their content would
be shaped by teachers' individual
needs and would use group members'
skills and talents while identifying newareas for development. We empha
sized that all participants would be
vital members of the group, valued as

"We emphasized
that all participants
would be vital
members of the
group, valued as
much for their
support as for their
talents, ideas, and
participation."

"The positive
response from the
staff exceeded even
our optimistic
expectations. Within
a few days, 30
teachers had
volunteered."

much for their support as for their
talents, ideas, and participation.
After evaluation and refinement, we
said the program would be offered
again in the following year. The princi
pal, along with another committee
member, would co-facilitate each
group. In this way, trained facilitators
would be available in subsequent
years if staff demand necessitated a
greater number of groups.
The positive response from the staff
exceeded even our optimistic expecta
tions. Within a few days, 30 teachers
had volunteered. Groups were formed
based on availability for meeting at
designated times once a month. Each
group consisted of teachers with a
wide range of subject specialization
and teaching experience, as well as
department heads and administrators.
Since teachers bought into time slots
rather than friendship or department
affiliations, the composition of the
groups was quite mixed; and many
people did not know one another well.
An essential part of the collegial
support groups is a group member
handbook we call "The Binder." This
handbook includes an overview of and
introduction to the Professional Devel
opment Program; a personal profile
section to record data related to indi
vidual teaching careers; a professional
growth section to be developed by
participants according to their needs; a
section for reflections, notes, and jot
tings; and a file section for useful
articles, letters of reference, career
documents, and so on. The Binder is
an organizational tool as well as a
diary of an individual teacher's quest.
By recording professional growth
within the pages of a book, we hoped
to emphasize its importance.

Phases of Implementation
Our Professional Development Pro
gram was implemented in three
phases.
Phase I entailed a full day of "start
up" activities team building, self-as
sessment, introducing process skills,
and developing the concept of individ
ual growth and teaching improvement
plans. We were fortunate to secure
funding to cover substitutes for the
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whole group so that activities could be
held off campus at the nearby area
office. Teachers' reactions to the ses
sion were overwhelmingly positive,
and there was significant bonding of
group members
During Pljase II participants met
monthly for a minimum of three
hours. Skills and processes such as
brainstorming, problem solving, and
providing feedback to colleagues de
veloped during the initial phase were
reinforced; each group formed a
unique identity.
The four facilitators of the groups
met before each set of sessions to
discuss the development of the
groups, assess group member needs
and interests, and plan the agenda
Although general planning and objec
tives for the three groups were basicjilly the same, facilitators were free to
modify the proceedings according to
the needs and personality of the
groups, each of which developed a
character of its own. One group, for
example, tended to prefer quite practi
cal discussions of problems or events
within the school while other groups
focused more upon philosophy or
theory.
Each session began with refresh
ments contributed by a group mem
ber we discovered many excellent
cooks among our colleagues and
with a brief social interlude. A warmup or focusing activity designed to
help us get to know one another bet-

"Sharing successes
as well as problems
became a standard
activity as members
encouraged and
reinforced oqe
another's growth."
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"Nothing in a school
is more powerful
than teachers who
have achieved
agreement on what
is truly important.
We have found the
collegia! support
model an effective
vehicle for bringing
about that
agreement."
ter was led by a member who had
previously volunteered.
Each session in Phase II consisted of
(1) the presentation of a new concept
or theory that applied to the group's
work, and (2) an activity that facilitated
each individuals planning for person
al and professional growth. For exam
ple, one .session presented an explana
tion of the Sergiovanni Leadership
Model. After a discussion of the impli
cations of the model, teachers worked
in groups to explore the applications
of the model to their own classrooms
and to the school as a whole, and to
examine their own strengths and areas
in which they desired growth. Each
session concluded with processing the
days activities and writing in Reflec
tive Journals contained within the
Binders.
As the year proceeded, group mem
bers were exposed to self-assessment
strategies, theoretical material about
the nature of leadership, and a model
for school growth. Each teacher also
created a professional growth plan,
implemented it, and shared results
with the group. Sharing successes as
well as problems became a standard
activity as members encouraged and
reinforced one another's growth.
The sessions afforded teachers the
opportunity to report to their groups
about something exciting they had
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read, a conference they had attended,
or a classroom discovery they had
made. As relationships strengthened,
interaction among group members in
other settings increased Small, casual
collections of group members could
be found in the staff room over coffee
pursuing a line of thought opened up
at "Group."
Phase III of the program was the
wrap-up session a time for sharing
successes and joining together in cele
bration. Each participant assessed his
or her involvement in the program
and completed an evaluation to be
used in refining the program.

Where Do We Go from Here?

Informal and written evaluations of
the program's pilot year indicated en
thusiasm for collegia! support groups.
Participants were positive about the
theoretical material presented, the
chance to air problems with col
leagues, and the encouragement the
program gave them for setting and
achieving professional goals. Many felt
more time was needed to pursue im
portant issues. Much remains to be
done in rewriting and polishing the
program next year; there are many
questions to be resolved. We are. how
ever, convinced of the value of the
collegia! support group as a vehicle
for professional growth within our
school.
As we gain in understanding the
complex process of learning and the
teaching strategies that bring it about,
we may become discouraged by the
magnitude of our task. But there is
hope in the potential within ourselves.
In organizing to tap our own re
sources, we may help to overcome the
problems plaguing our schools. Noth
ing in a school is more powerful than
teachers who have achieved agree
ment on what is truly important. We
have found the collegial support mod
el an effective vehicle for bringing
about that agreement.D
Mary Paquette is Chairperson of the
Effective Schools/Professional Develop
ment Committee and Head of the English
Dept of Henry Wise Wood High School,
910-75 Ave., S.W., Calgary, Alberta T2V
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Mental Menus(K-12)
24 model expfcft thinking akH lessons for
use In the curriculum.

Start Them Thinking(K-4)
97 ready-to-use classroom jtialaut»» to
motivate primary students' thinking.

Catch Them Thinking(5-12)
50 ready-to-use classroom sliateutm to
motivate older students' thinking.
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Teachers Teaching Thinking
4 videos provide teacher demonstrations
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